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The Jabberwock 15
A Rocket/Glider
by Jeff Vincent
reprinted from Star-Date 5.89

About The Model
The construction of the model is relatively
conventional. It utilizes a slide-wing to transition
from boost to glide, implemented by a plywood Trail/wing-guide set-up. A tie-back string on the
right side of the wing holds the wing back in the
boost position at the masking tape stop, until the
string is burned by the ejection charge and a rubber
band on the left side of the wing pulls it forward to
the glide position. Refer to the Nocturne plans in
STAR-DATE 5.88 [or the Fall 1998 Stardust] for
more in-depth rocket/glider details. The J-15 is
small for an A R/G, sporting only twenty-two
square inches of wing area. Because of this, it has

superior boost
performance, making it
tough to beat in dead air.
Its small size also makes
it very light, giving it a
relatively competitive
wing loading (the ratio
of mass to wing area). It
is important to build the
model light, to maximize
its competitive
advantage. The finished
model (without engine)
should come in just over
eight grams (that's right-about one third of an
ounce!). Due to its small
wing span and area,
there is relatively little
boost stress on the wing,
making lightweight construction possible. Use
good light C-grain 1/8" wood for the wing and
1/16" for the tail feathers. Because of its small
size, color the bottom of the wing and stabilizer a
dark color to maximize visibility.
The primary engines are the 1/2A3-2T and A3-2T.
If you get good boosts, you may try an A3-4T,
although the shorter delay is probably preferable.
(Once we run out of A3-2Ts, this will be how A R/
(Continued on page 2)
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Spring has sprung, and we rocketeers are ready for it! ASTRE has
flown it’s first sport launch and now the NYSPACE regional meet. For
the good news, ASTRE successfully defended its State Championship.
For the bad news, participation was low and the meet had to be
downrated to an open meet. If you weren’t there, you missed a great
weekend of flying with phenomenal weather! Look for full coverage in
the next issue.
The Quest Micro Maxx vigil continues... they should be released any
day now and I am looking forward to getting my hands on them. I’ve
ordered mine (the NASA starter kit and some motors) through JP’s
Hobby in Latham, and Paul is working hard to obtain them. If you can’t
wait to see the real thing, check Chris Taylor’s web pages
(http://www.nerys.com/eastcoastshow/quest/) for pictures of these little
wonders.
One other recent release of interest to many rocketeers is the AMT/Ertl
Pro Shop 1/200 Man In Space Rocket Collection plastic model reissue
(#30037). The kit contains the five manned rockets of the ‘60s. The kit
should make a nice static display, but really shines as the basis of
numerous plastic model conversions (the tiniest of which require the
Quest Micro Maxx motors to be flyable). It is supposedly a limited
edition release, so get ‘em while they last. Look for more info on these
new products in a future issue.
Jeff Vincent

(Continued from page 1)

Gs will look--very tiny.)
The Jabberwock-15 is one of a long line of mini
rocket/gliders, going back to my original
Jabberwocks which placed fourth at the 1980
WSMC (A R/G was flown as an unofficial,
provisional event). The J-15 scored numerous
victories in PULSAR meets in early-mid '80s, with
its best performance a first place in A R/G at
NARAM-25. My five-year-old J-15 caught a
thermal at our recent regional, showing that it still
has what it takes.

About The Drawings
There have been some questions about the new
drawings we have been publishing. They are
accurately scaled, typically down to one percent on
major dimensions. (What do you expect from a
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scale modeler?) This means that unlabelled
dimensions can be scaled from the drawing (such as
dihedral in the side view). The drawings are also
generally accurate for determining airfoil shapes
and wing tapers.
I usually select a scale which can be easily
converted to full scale by simple calculation (such
as 2/3 [1:1.5] or 1/2 [1:2]). This makes it easier to
measure the drawing and multiply it up to full scale.
You may also opt to use a copier with magnifying
capabilities to make your own full scale plans.
The drawings, as most of the newsletter, are
prepared with Easy-Draw on an Atari ST. They are
printed with a Panasonic 1080i dot-matrix printer,
giving 120w x 144h resolution.
[Ah, the good old days...]
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You Don't Have To Be A Rocket Scientist...

How To Get Tracked
by Jeff Vincent
reprinted from Star-Date 4.89
All of you flyers out there may think you've got it easy
now... ASTRE's got its trackers, so all I have to do is
just put up my model and it's their job to make sure it
gets tracked. Wrongo, composite breath!!! Flying
altitude and getting your model tracked is a two-way
street: it depends at least as much on what you do as on
how well the trackers do their job. I've written up this
little article to help you get your models tracked. The
important thing to remember is to make your model as
easy to see and follow as possible.
First, build your model well. Good craftsmanship will
not only get you a better altitude, it will help guarantee a
straight, predictable trajectory. The easiest flight to track
is one that goes right straight up, without veering or
spiraling. Make sure your fins and launch lug(s) are on
good and straight and that the nose cone fits securely.
With the Superroc events, make sure all of your tubes
are straight and well-aligned.
Second, use tracking powder. Tracking powder is
simply powdered chalk or powdered tempera paint. Use
enough to make your model visible. For minimum
diameter models, fill the tube for a length equal to one to
two body diameters with the powder. You may use
more, but just make sure you don't use so much that it
will prevent the recovery system from ejecting properly
(a flameproof paper pouch is the hot set-up for
minimizing tracking powder friction; I use the old MRC
wadding). The best color depends on sky conditions, but
usually a dark powder is best (red or black). White
talcum powder will not be seen if there are any clouds
and it is not recommended. A model without tracking
powder stands very little chance of being seen (a "Lost
Track").
Third, try to boost straight up if possible. This generally
means pointing the rod vertically. If there is a moderate
wind, you might consider tilting the rod five to ten
degrees with the wind, so the model with weathercock to
a straight-up trajectory (of course, you may also have to
consider the proper launch angle for recovering the
model on the field). The imaginary line between the two
trackers is called the baseline. If you fly near the
baseline, the tracking math falls apart, giving you a "No
Close" (this means that the altitude data is too inaccurate
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for official use). If you fly straight up over the launch
area, you will stay away from the baseline and your
tracks should close.
Fourth, use the proper engine delay. Using the proper
delay means that the model will eject the powder at the
peak of flight. The model is traveling very slowly then
(if it boosted straight up), so the powder will make a
nice visible cloud. If the delay is too short or too long,
the model will be traveling faster when it ejects. This
will stretch the powder cloud, making it harder to see
and reducing tracker accuracy ("do I track the top or the
bottom of the cloud?").
As you can see, there are a lot of little tricks involved in
flying altitude. While a Lost Track or No Close is
allowed to be flown again (unless it is otherwise
disqualified), it will save you and the range crew a lot of
time and effort if you get it right the first time. If you
follow these guidelines, you should be successful in
altitude events.

Minutes of ASTRE Meeting
February 21, 1999
compiled by Chuck Weiss
The combined Rocketry Open House and meeting was
held at Jeff Vincent's house. The Open House was held
prior to the business portion of the meeting.

Open House
The Open House was held from about 1:00 PM to 4:00
PM and consisted of three 30 to 45 minute presentations
on a variety of rocketry topics. The goal of the open
house was to attract new members and introduce
participants to the basic concepts of model rocketry.
While the speakers geared their talks to a wide variety of
introductory rocketry topics, their combined in-depth
experience in most aspects of the hobby provided the
audience with information at just about any level of
sophistication desired.
The speakers and presentations consisted of:

Chuck Weiss - The basic model rocket,
rocketry activities and clubs
Chuck has won several national team championships,
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participated in international competition with several US
teams and is one the founders of ASTRE, presiding over
the club in several past presidencies and other officer
positions.
Chuck discussed what a basic model is and how it flies.
His discussion touched on the definition of a model
rocket, the safety code, propulsion, recovery, engine
classification/coding, and aerodynamic stability. Chuck
stressed safety and the dedication of rocketeers to the
safety code in order to prevent accidents and to preserve
the legality and continued success and availability of the
hobby. Chuck also described the wide variety of
rocketry activities one can become involved in such as
sport flying, sophisticated payloads, competition (US
and international) and high power rocketry. Chuck's
final topic described the clubs and organizations at
national and local levels that promote and support these
activities such as the NAR and NY based sections, the
AMA and Tripoli prefectures.

Wolfram von Kiparski Basic Rocketry Building Techniques
Wolf is the current president of ASTRE and a long time
rocketeer. Wolf created and maintains ASTRE's web site
and has worked endlessly in the last few years to
promote and increase interest in ASTRE activities. Wolf
also maintains the FAQ for the popular rocketry internet
newsgroup rec.models.rockets. Wolf has been getting
back into competition lately and finished third in 199798 NAR competition.

rocketry activities, construction and performance which
have been invaluable to enthusiasts in the hobby.
Jeff's talk covered basic competition event categories,
basic rules, specific types of events, individual and
section strategies, and sample models for most of the
competition events.
In addition to the presentation, ASTRE sponsored a no
lose raffle including the following prizes - 1 Black
Brant , 1 Big Bertha, 1 Fat Boy, 1 Sidewinder, and 3
packages of B6-4 engines. The prizes were purchased
with Estes gift certificates awarded to ASTRE for
winning the 1989 NAR National Section
Championship. Wolf also donated a number of Aerotech
D21 engines. The items were raffled for $3 each with a
guarantee to win at least one of the above prizes. The
raffle was a big hit with participants.

Items of Business
The business section of the meeting was short and
followed the open house.
1. Treasury Report:
Petty Cash Checking -

$55.00
$40.00

Wolf’s talk covered building materials, fins, types of
glue, glue joints, shock cords, finishing techniques, and
basic recovery devices (parachutes and streamers).

Chuck Weiss reported that he had taken care of the bank
signature cards to accommodate club officer changes.
Under the current arrangement the club president and
the secretary/treasurer can sign ASTRE checks.
ASTRE may have to buy new checks because the bank
has changed its name and ownership.

Jeff Vincent - Competition Rocketry

2. Club Charter Renewal:

Jeff is the current NAR Northeast Contest board
chairman. His accomplishments and contributions to
model rocketry would fill an article in itself. Some of
these include: One of ASTRE's original founders
including officer position of Senior Advisor and others,
Altitude Gold metal winner in the 1992 World
Championships, 1984 NAR National Champion, and
several NAR team championships with his flying
partner Chuck Weiss. Jeff also created and maintains the
Northeast Regional Rocketry Website and his own home
page which provides a multitude of valuable rocketry
information and internet links. Jeff has also researched
and authored several technical contributions on model

Wolf reported that he is still having problems getting
more renewal forms from the NAR.
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3. Election of officers:
Vice President - Vince Giovannone officially accepted
his election as ASTRE VP.
Member at Large - John Sicker (conditional - we have
still not heard from John regarding his acceptance of this
position).
4. Chuck Weiss clarified that Pat Perrella has donated
three two-way radios to ASTRE. Chuck inaccurately
reported two radios at the last meeting.
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5. Dues - if you currently have overdue dues and would
like to remain active with ASTRE, please try to make
your dues current.

Minutes of ASTRE Meeting
April 11, 1999
compiled by Chuck Weiss

6. Wolf von Kiparski gave a presentation on model
rocketry to a Niskayuna Cub Scout Pack on January 20.
Wolf reported very attentive audience and good turn out.
7. Jeff Vincent reported that the January/February 1999
newsletter containing an attached flyer announcing the
open house was completed and mailed . The flyer was
created by Wolf von Kiparski. Jeff wants to try to
maintain a bi-monthly schedule. As usual, articles for
the newsletter are very welcome.

Other Items
Refreshments for the meeting were provided by Jeff and
ASTRE. Wolf picked up the ASTRE refreshments.
Thanks to Jeff, ASTRE and Wolf.
ASTRE members also thank the Vincent family for use
of their home for ASTRE meetings and open house.
Also, recognition and thanks to Jeff for arranging the set
up for the open house. ASTRE was treated to a cozy
conference room/club-house style setting for the open
house and business meeting.

Minutes of ASTRE Meeting
March 14, 1999
compiled by Jeff Vincent
The March meeting was sparsely attended, with only
Eric Schadow, Jeff Vincent, and Wolf von Kiparski
present. No official business was conducted. The focus
of the meeting was two construction topics. Wolf gave a
short talk on how to create centering rings. Jeff gave a
demonstration of airbrushing, using both a mini spray
gun and a single-action airbrush to paint a 1/72 scale V1 Buzz Bomb plastic model. The remainder of the
meeting was a general discussion of rocketry.

The meeting was held at Jeff Vincent's house (ASTRE
Clubhouse) from 1:30 PM to 5:30 PM. The meeting
was presided over by ASTRE President, Wolfram von
Kiparski. Other meeting attendees included: Ed Eades,
Eric Schadow, John Sicker, Jeff Vincent and Chuck
Weiss.

Items of Business
1. Treasury Report:
The following new membership or renewal dues was
collected since the February 1999 meeting:
Alan Lewis
Brian Andreson
Ed Eades & Family
Elliot Van Antwerp & Family
Eric Schadow & Family
John Sicker
Chuck Weiss

$5.00
$5.00
$15.00
$15.00
$15.00
$10.00
$10.00

In order to re-charter ASTRE for 1999, obtain club
insurance and insure the field in time for the April 3
sport launch, ASTRE paid for one members insurance
out of treasury funds. This is not normal ASTRE policy.
We encourage ASTRE members to obtain NAR
insurance on their own so that club funds do not have to
be used. Five insured members are required to re-charter
ASTRE and obtain club insurance. Only four ASTRE
members had 1999 paid insurance including Wolf von
Kiparski, Jeff Vincent, Pat Perrella, and Chuck Weiss.
Vince Giovannone was the lucky member selected
because he attends most meets. With insurance, Vince
can also now be called upon to serve as Range Safety
Officer (RSO). Vince was not involved in the selection
process. The expenses incurred were as follows:
charter fee
$10.00
club insurance
$30.00
site insurance
$15.00
individual insurance $24.00
express mail
$11.75
TOTAL
$90.75
Fifty dollars was transferred from cash to checking to
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cover the charter and insurance transactions. An ASTRE
check was written to Wolf von Kiparski for $90.75 who
covered the transactions out of personal funds in order to
complete them before the meet.
After all of the above transactions including additions
and debits, the ASTRE treasury stands at:
Checking - $34.88
Cash $63.00
2. Officer/Member Status:
John Sicker renewed his ASTRE membership and
officially accepted his elected officer position of
Member at Large.
Jeff Vincent handed out a current ASTRE membership
roster. ASTRE's current membership stands at 15
including three family memberships.
3. Range Safety:
Because of three minor grass fires experienced during
the sport launch, members discussed the causes and how
to protect against future occurrences. The fires were
attributed to the unusually dry condition of the dead
grass and certain types of models that were flown. Dead
grass after the winter snow was unusually dry due to
high winds experienced during the week and throughout
the day. It was decided that high risk models should not
be flown under these conditions and added precautions
should be taken. All of the fires were contained without
major incident.
4. Future Meetings :
Meetings have been changed to Monday evenings to
free weekends for flying. Meetings are scheduled at
Jeff's house on May 17, June 14 and July 12, 7:00 PM 9:00 PM .
5. ASTRE Meets:
NYSPACE Regional meet
May 1-2 (rain date, May 8-9)
Wolf Kiparski, NYSPACE contest director, provided the
following meet activity plan:
Saturday:
Begin flying 9:00 AM
Duration events and sport flights can be flown at any
time except during the window reserved for tracking
altitude flights.
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Sport Scale Turn in by 12:00 noon
Altitude flights and tracking 11:00 AM - 2:00 PM,
baseline 200 meters
Range closes approximately 5:00 PM
Contestant get together and dinner at Crossroads Diner
(3 miles from range) at 7:00 PM
Sport Scale judging overnight
Sunday:
Range opens 9:00 AM
Sport scale, duration and sport flights
Range closes at 3:00 PM.
Basic range operations, check ins, returns, and specific
events were discussed for the benefit of new members.
Jeff Vincent also discussed and displayed models for
each of the events being flown at NYSPACE.
ASTRE Open Meet (no name yet)
June 5 (rain date, June 6).
Contest Director - Chuck Weiss.
Events, time and location to be announced shortly.
All duration events.

Other Items
John Sicker discussed the current status of high power
motors in relation to ATF and state regulations. ASTRE
is fortunate to have someone as active in this endeavor
as John as a member to keep us informed. Currently a
federal low explosives permit is required for H engines
and up. ATF is considering extending this policy to G
engines. ATF is also pursuing the possibility of a special
permit that covers rocketry but John indicated it will not
materialize in the near future. ATF regulates interstate
activity related to rocket engines. If you purchase HPR
engines only within your state, you are only subject to
state regulation.
Eric Schadow displayed some of his sport models
including one very nicely constructed and finished Bull
Pup.
Refreshments for the meeting were provided by Jeff
Vincent and Ed Eades. Thanks Jeff and Ed.
ASTRE members again thank the Vincent family for use
of their home for ASTRE meetings.
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ASTRE Calendar
ASTRE Contacts :
Wolf von Kiparski
Jeff Vincent
Chuck Weiss

437-9747
439-2055
883-8312

wolf@netheaven.com
jvincent@wizvax.net
cbweiss@telenet.net

How to get to Jeff's house...
Your destination is 39 Cherry Avenue in Delmar. Take Rt.
85 south/west (accessible from I-90, State Offices, Rt. 20, or
Krumkill Rd.). After Rt. 85 changes from divided highway to
two-way, you'll see the following landmarks (note, this is a
complete list of the traffic lights you'll see):
• traffic light at Blessing Road, continue straight
• traffic light at New Scotland Road, take right to stay on
Rt. 85
• traffic light at Rt. 140, take a left, follow to the end (1
mile)
• traffic light at Kenwood Avenue, go straight on to Cherry
Ave.
• my house is 0.2 miles in from Kenwood Ave. It is the
third house in a set of three similar houses on the right
side of the street. There should be parking for 2-3 cars in
the driveway, or, directly opposite my house (left side of
Cherry Ave.) is Oak Street, and I believe there should be
no trouble parking along the road there.

homes. The meetings are usually informal bull sessions where
club business is discussed first, followed by either general
"what's new," or a predetermined topic or activity. This schedule
can change, and it is advisable to contact Jeff Vincent, or Wolf
von Kiparski to find out about any last-minute changes.

May 17 - ASTRE Meeting - at Jeff Vincent's house, 39
Cherry Ave., Delmar, 7:00 pm. Details TBA.
June 5 - Kind of Wimpy 4 (KOW-4) Open Meet Johnstown, NY. Events: B R/G, 1/2A HD, A SD, 1/4A
PD MR Contact: Chuck Weiss.
June 14 - ASTRE Meeting - at Jeff Vincent's house, 39
Cherry Ave., Delmar, 7:00 pm. Details TBA.
June 19-20 - RAMTEC-7 Regional meet - Center Valley,
PA. Events: A HD, B R/G, A SD, 1/2A SRAlt, B
ELDur. Contact: Glenn Feveryear, 717-456-5570.
July 12 - ASTRE Meeting - at Jeff Vincent's house, 39
Cherry Ave., Delmar, 7:00 pm. Details TBA.
July 17 - Apollo 11 Commemorative Launch - Johnstown,
NY. Bring your Apollo-era scale models and celebrate
the 30th anniversary of the Apollo 11 moon mission.
Details TBA. Contact: Wolf von Kiparski.
August 7-13 - NARAM-41 NAR Annual Meet Northmoreland Park, Pittsburgh, PA.
For more NAR Northeast Region meet info, see:
http://www.wizvax.net/jvincent/nercb.html

Note: ASTRE events appear in bold type.
For the past couple years, we have held meetings in member's

ASTRE Membership Application
Name

Membership Dues (check one):

Address

[ ] Junior member - $5.00
(under 18)

City
State

Zip Code

Phone

Date of birth

NAR number

Tripoli number
Send to: ASTRE
c/o: Charles Weiss
49 North St.
Broadalbin, NY 12025
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[ ] Senior member - $10.00
(over 18)
[ ] Family membership - $15.00
Number of newsletters:
Please make checks payable to
"ASTRE".
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How To Get To The Flying Field
• From the east, take the Amsterdam exit (#27)

off the Thruway
• Take a right and follow Route 30 North for

one mile.
• Take a left at the second light after the bridge

onto Route 5 West.
• Follow Route 5 for three miles. Take a right

onto Route 67.
• Follow Route 67 for 5.5 miles. Shortly after

passing FMCC, take a right onto the small
road by Ed's RC shop. After one half mile you
will see JBJ Equine on your right. Follow the
driveway and park in the parking lot and walk
to the range.

ASTRE’s Next Meeting - May 17 - 7pm Monday night at Jeff Vincent’s house
ASTRE’s Next Launch - June 5 - Kind of Wimpy 4 Open Meet
In This Issue - Jabberwock 15 A Rocket/Glider plans
Jeff Vincent
Box 523
Slingerlands, NY 12159

